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changes in version 2.2general updates- corrected the miscellaneous artifact slots on the hero's paperdoll screen. - removed the appearance of combo artifacts. - conflux grail structure now requires the 'wisdom' skill prerequesite for spells granted. - conflux grail structure no longer gives 'titan's lightning bolt'. - corrected
the single turn, double casting of spells during combat. - specific armageddon's blade format maps after the v2.1 update: a custom hero with a spell-book and no spells now functions correctly. heroes of might & magic iii: armageddon's blade was released in september 30, 1999 and continues the story started in
restoration of erathia in six campaigns. queen catherine and king roland are rebuilding erathia following the restoration wars when the kreegans from the inferno castle suddenly waged war against erathia. unfortunately no one is in the mood for more fighting and so defeat seems certain until a new ally appears

mysteriously overnight. in addition to the new conflux town, other improvements armageddon's blade provides are a random map generator, an improved map editor, a campaign editor, and eleven new campaign heroes. what's odd is that only one of the six campaigns directly has to do with the main story. if you are
after heroes of might and magic 3 maps downloads, one of the web's best homm3 maps archives is at maphaven. their map search tool is very advanced and will help you find the kind of map you are after. if you want to upgrade your heroes of might and magic 3 with the latest patch, or to play multiplayer games
online against other heroes 3 players, then look no further than tournament of honor. for fascinating discussion about heroes of might and magic 3 strategy and tactics, visit the library of enlightenment forum of heroes community. and if you're up for a chat with a worldwide community of homm fans, check out the

tavern of the rising sun forum.
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changes in version 3.2general updates- conflux grail structure now requires the 'wisdom' skill prerequesite for spells granted. - conflux grail structure no longer gives
'titan's lightning bolt'. - corrected the single turn, double casting of spells during combat. - specific armageddon's blade(tm) format maps after the v2.1 update: a
custom hero with a spell-book and no spells now functions correctly. heroes of might & magic iii: armageddon's blade was released in september 30, 1999 and

continues the story started in restoration of erathia in six campaigns. queen catherine and king roland are rebuilding erathia following the restoration wars when the
kreegans from the inferno castle suddenly waged war against erathia. unfortunately no one is in the mood for more fighting and so defeat seems certain until a new
ally appears mysteriously overnight. the conflux town is a new addition to armageddon's blade and the troops are elementals from the planes of fire, water, air, and
earth. another ally is gelu, a half-elf with the ability to turn ordinary shooters into marksmen. changes in version 2.1general updates- corrected the miscellaneous
artifact slots on the hero's paperdoll screen. - removed the appearance of combo artifacts. - conflux grail structure now requires the 'wisdom' skill prerequesite for

spells granted. - conflux grail structure no longer gives 'titan's lightning bolt'. - corrected the single turn, double casting of spells during combat. - specific
armageddon's blade(tm) format maps after the v2.1 update: a custom hero with a spell-book and no spells now functions correctly. 5ec8ef588b
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